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SPACE's mission  
today is to be a  
leading organisation  
for development of  
and engagement  
with creative  
practice, seeking  
to drive innovation  
in art practice. 
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The impact of SPACE in 2014

 ·  5% of Arts Council core funding leveraged  
to deliver a £4m programme

 ·  717 artists and creative micro-businesses  
in affordable studios

 ·  A further 700 artists supported with advice  
or training

 ·  A wide range of practices fostered,  
from graduate bursary awardees,  
to Turner Prize winners and beyond

 ·  240,000 sq ft of creative workspace  
developed and managed

 · A £20.4m industry underpinned*

 ·  Investment in some of London’s  
most deprived boroughs

 ·  SPACE’s New Creative Markets programme  
continues to help creative practitioners,  
with 450 participants generating over  
£620,000 in new sales to date. 

* based on average turnover of £14,623 pa of SPACE  
New Creative Market participants, typical of SPACE tenants

London Centre For Book Arts at Britannia Works Studios, photo: Anna Maloney
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Supporting artists
SPACE supports artists and creative 
micro-businesses by providing  
affordable studios, professional  
development and advocacy. 

 · Studios

 · Building creative communities

 · Reducing impact on the environment

 · Art and technology

 · Artist development

 · Exhibition programme

Jeanette Barnes' studio, Bridget Riley Studios, photo: Kirsty Dixon
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Brickfield Studios scheme, drawing by Sarah Wigglesworth Architects
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Studios

468 studios support 710 tenants throughout the year
18 studio sites in 7 London boroughs provide 240,235 square 
feet of space for creativity. Our studios are helping artists 
build sustainable creative businesses in an increasingly 
expensive property market.
 A key achievement this year is the acquisition of 
Brickfield Studios. This means that SPACE’s studio portfolio 
is now one-third freehold. As well as allowing SPACE to set 
rents at charitable rates, this purchase also contributes  
to SPACE’s long-term plan to become a sustainable studio 
provider. After a programme of renovation the building will 
provide 50 studios over 31,000 square feet. The building  
is a 1960s former print works, once home to East End 
Offset, which printed Socialist Worker, the Morning Star  
and Private Eye. 
 SPACE's commitment to sustaining affordable creative 
workspace in London includes the fostering of effective 
cross sector partnerships, working with the growing tech 
sector, and policy makers. After a successful campaign to 
restrict permitted development rights which allow B1 office 
class buildings to be converted to residential use without 
planning permission, we continue work with the Greater 
London Authority and LB Hackney to protect significant 
areas of Hackney and City Fringe areas from government 
planning relaxations. 
 SPACE contributed to two publications from the Mayor 
of London’s office: the Artists’ Workspace Study, Report and 
Recommendations September 2014 and Creating Artists’ 
Workspace, featuring a SPACE case study. These publications 
will inform future decision-making, recognize successful 
models and encourage public sector involvement.
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Building creative communities

Open studios took place in 2014 at Bridget Riley Studios, 
Britannia Works, The White Building and Arlington.  
Open Studio events provide visitors with unique opportu-
nities to visit behind the scenes, see new artworks and 
meet the artists. Three open studio events were part of 
Hackney WickED, providing a chance to meet some of 
London's leading artists and experience the rich architec-
tural heritage of this area with Europe's densest cluster  
of artists and creatives.
 Throughout the year, SPACE played an active part in  
the Hackney Wick Cultural Interest Group and worked 
closely with the London Legacy Development Corporation, 
helping shape the regeneration of the area in a way that 
will respect and build on the rich culture of creative com-
munities in this area.

SPACE managed affordable studio sites in Camden, 
Greenwich, Hackney, Islington, Southwark, Tower Hamlets 
and Westminster. Many of these studio schemes rely on 
developing and engaging in successful partnerships with 
property developers, landlords, local authorities and 
regeneration agencies. SPACE's buildings increasingly 
demonstrate innovative models of occupying and trans-
forming space, and reflect current and emerging needs  
of people working in the creative sector.
 SPACE's strategic aim is to develop new sites to sustain 
a portfolio supporting a minimum of 600 artists and crea-
tive businesses, balancing improved quality and amenity 
with providing value for money. Facilities improvements 
include WIFI upgrades at Eastway, Britannia Works, Bridget 
Riley Studios, Sara Lane, Martello Street, Haymerle Road 
and The Triangle.

Upgrades at Martello Street Studios, photo: Chris Dorley-Brown
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Reducing impact on the environment

SPACE is committed to sustainability in all senses –  
environmental, economic and social. This is reflected in  
our extensive programme of environmental improvements  
at Haymerle Road, Martello Street, Deborah House and  
The Triangle this year. Major upgrades have been carried  
out at four key sites, Deborah House, Haymerle Road, 
Martello Street and The Triangle with the help of an Arts 
Council Capital grant for £1.26m and a loan from Triodos 
Bank (total spend £3.085m). These upgrades help make 
SPACE buildings more accessible, improve their energy 
performance and help reduce long-term maintenance costs. 
Key improvements are roof insulation or replacement,  
new double-glazed windows and new cladding.
 Deborah House is being transformed to a scheme designed 
by Sarah Wigglesworth Architects. Key features are new 
double glazed GRP windows throughout, new silver corru-
gated cladding to cover the perishing brickwork and retain 
heat, and the addition of a new floor providing a further 13 
new studios.
 Key improvements at Martello Street include re-roofing 
and installation of new double glazed windows throughout  
the East wing, which will provide better working conditions 
for artists, increasing environmental performance and reduc-
ing heating bills. The upper floor has been re-partitioned 
providing extra studio space including a home to the David 
Troostwyk Bursary Studio, which is sponsored by Matt’s Gallery.
 Haymerle Road has benefitted from double-glazing 
throughout, roof repairs and roof insulation and the addition 
of gas central heating throughout, vastly improving the 
amenity for studio tenants. Photovoltaic solar panels gener-
ated approx. £18,000 of new revenue to help keep studios 
affordable. During the summer, the panels produced 2 times 
the amount of electricity required in the building. 
 The Triangle benefitted from draught proofing throughout 
the site, lagging of hot water pipes and access improvements 
through provision of an automatic gate and a new steel 
access ramp.
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Top image: upgrades at Martello Street Studios · Bottom image: upgrades at Deborah House Studios 
both photos: Chris Dorley-Brown
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 Further upgrades across studio sites with a focus on 
energy saving include new corridor lighting and digital 
switches to make buildings more energy efficient. With new 
energy use monitoring tools in place, we have been able to 
more effectively monitor the impact of energy improvement 
measures and take targeted action.



#stacktivism logo courtesy of Jay Springett and Andrew Brown
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Art and technology

The White Building, Hackney Wick, is London’s centre for art, 
technology and sustainability. It is anchored by a residency 
programme, which offers opportunities for emerging artists  
to produce new work on an international platform, as well as  
a public programme of talks, events, seminars and workshops.
 Having opened in summer 2012, developed in partner-
ship with London Legacy Development Corporation,  
the White Building is home to five organisations, CRATE 
Brewery + Pizzeria, and a residency space for UK and 
international artists. 
 In ensuring that artists are at the heart of Olympic 
legacy, the cutting-edge artistic and cultural practice 
hosted by The White Building acts as a unifying and acces-
sible hub for the creative communities of Hackney Wick, 
linking Hackney Wick to London-wide, national and interna-
tional audiences. This is a place where local residents, 
artists and new visitors can come together and creatively 
inform the future of an area facing rapid change.
 Key to the programme at the White Building is SPACE's 
unique programme partnership with Bloomberg. Bloomberg 
ON supports emerging art practice and work around the 
intersection of art, technology and sustainability with a 
special focus at The White Building.
 In 2014, The White Building produced over 50 public 
events drawing in a diverse audience of 5,000 people.  
A key outcome was publishing of the new book You Are Here, 
Art After the Internet, inspired by and featuring some of  
our residency artists, a co-publication between SPACE  
and Cornerhouse.
 Exciting new partnerships this year led to hosting  
the V&A’s Digital Futures, live streaming Rhizome’s 5th 
anniversary Seven on Seven event and a partnership with 
PLOT London to help creative entrepreneurs prototype  
new ventures. The Goethe Institut partnership included  
(Dis) Assembling Stacktivism – A Salon event featuring resi-
dency artists at London’s Goethe Institute during Frieze week. 
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 Further programme partnerships continue with IASPIS 
Stockholm; Lux, London; Eyebeam Art and Technology Centre 
in New York; Rhizome, New York; Hackney Wick Cultural 
Interest Group; Hackney Wicked Festival; the ICA, London, 
among others.
 The dedicated digital media facilities at SPACE HQ has 
been home to all manner of activities including a roster of 
technology courses and workshops, free co-working days, 
software training and youth media training. This has made 
SPACE an annual destination for technology students from 
the Lycee Livet in Nantes, France, who undertake a workshop 
in using Arduino. We also hosted The Hackney Citizen’s 
weekly Introduction to Journalism course and a youth 
journalism summer programme. These facilities are currently 
undergoing a transformation and will relaunch in 2015 as 
CoLab, hosting creative digital co-working and an exciting 
DIY workshop programme.

Artist development

SPACE runs a variety of schemes designed to support and 
promote artists and art in society. These include funded 
artist residencies, bursaries for artists and New Creative 
Markets, a free professional development and advice  
programme for artists and creative businesses.
 SPACE residencies are currently hosted at The White 
Building, and support artists who work at the intersection 
of art, technology and ecology. By focusing on artists and 
their relationship with emerging technology, the residencies 
encourage consideration of how artistic practice is continu-
ally shifting, responding and innovating in an increasingly 
fragmented post-analogue era. SPACE residencies nurture 
and support the participating artists by offering space, time, 
and resources to produce new work, as well as a public 
platform to share and develop their ideas.

Opposite: from top to bottom: V&A Digital Futures, Perlin Noise featured band WE, Processing sample
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2014 Residency artists include:

 · Kari Altmann: Altmann is an American artist and cultural 
technologist working at the complex inter-section of 
formats and motives that occur in the back end of 
production today. 

 · Gretchen Andrew: Andrew started painting in  
San Francisco after becoming convinced that the 
internet can teach you anything. Previously an employee 
of Google, her application of cutting edge technologies 
to traditional oil painting has received global attention 

 · Byron Peters: Peters is an artist and writer who works 
between London, Vancouver and San Francisco. His work 
focuses on the politics of labour models influenced by 
the digital age and networked culture.

 · Rosemary Kirton: Kirton creates essays, articles, inter-
views, events and artworks and is increasingly becoming 
acknowledged for her projects which explore gender and 
identity focused digital culture.

 · Huw Lemmey: Lemmey is an artist and writer based  
in London. He writes on digital culture, sexuality  
and politics, as well as writing fiction and plays.

SPACE Bursaries
These awards are designed to support artists at  
critical junctures in their careers, supporting practices 
in development during early to mid-career years.
 Taking the form of free studio provision and/or  
a stipend, the bursaries aim to relieve an artist from 
financial pressure for a period during which they  
can focus on their practice and progress within  
their chosen field.
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Three Conversations and an Argument, Jonathan Lux, 2014, Valerie Beston Prizewinner 2014

 Jonny Williamson received the inaugural David Troostwyk 
bursary award, to be run annually in partnership with Matt’s 
Gallery and the RCA, and hosted at SPACE’s Martello Street 
studios. The David Troostwyk bursary award is funded by the 
late artists estate, the trustees of which are Robin Klassnik, 
and Barbara and Olivia Cavanagh.
 The 2014 Valerie Beston Artists' Trust awardee is 
Jonathan Lux. The bursary is made up of four main elements, 
which are a SPACE studio for one year, a cash prize of £2,000 
towards materials, an exhibition at the end of the year at 
Marlborough Fine Art and support from a RCA tutor. 
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The Artist's Voice panel event, photo: Jessie McLaughlin

  The New Creative Markets (NCM) programme was 
designed by SPACE to provide support for London's small 
to medium enterprises (SMEs) in the sectors of photography, 
digital image, design, craft and visual arts. It aims to assist 
small creative companies and sole traders in these sectors  
to access markets currently closed to them by lack of market 
knowledge and lack of the means to penetrate those markets. 
The programme harnesses the expertise of four creative 
agencies: SPACE, Cockpit Arts, Four Corners, and Photofusion 
to achieve raised turnover and growth.
 New Creative Markets is providing support to at least 400 
creative businesses and artists until the end of 2015 through 
consultancy, training, talks and workshops. The programme 
has already exceeded its target to generate £697,500 in new 
sales and £305,156 in additional economic performance.  
It aims to safeguard 160 jobs and create 28 jobs. 450 London 
creative businesses from 27 different London boroughs have 
so far participated in the programme across the partnership. 
Participants have responded very positively to the experi-
ence – 74% feel that the programme has helped them access 
new markets and 95% would recommend it to other profes-
sionals in their industry.
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Gapfill: More beauty, more happiness, Alan Magee, 2013, site-responsive sculpture, 700 x 350 x 350cm, bouncing castle

Case study: Alan Magee, Artist 

What impact did New Creative Markets have on you?

One very concrete change was to my artists’ statement. I was never happy 
with it before, and that was brutally confirmed through one of my 1-2-1’s. 
However as part of the program there was a workshop on artists’ statements 
with an art writer/critic. She is accustomed to sifting through hundreds a day 
at an art magazine, and so was wonderfully honest. I totally reworked my 
statement after that workshop, and immediately was chosen for an open call 
show. Later there was a follow-up 1-2-1 with her where we outlined a few 
ways of contextualizing the work, and some pitfalls to avoid. 

What aspect of the programme can you see yourself implementing?

I have a better awareness of my career and where it sits in the art world.  
In that way the NCM programme has been like crossing the Rubicon,  
I can’t unlearn what I’ve learned, so in that sense everything.

What is the most useful thing you learned on the programme?

Access to people that otherwise you might never meet – and not to network 
with, but to learn from. At times it feels like we’re being let in on an art world 
secret; getting advice from Gary Hume's manager on how to deal with galler-
ies or long term career plans, speaking with gallerists about how they view 
your website or your statement. Ultimately it’s about honest, expert feed-
back and advice on your practice. What’s not to like?
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Exhibition programme

SPACE continues to be recognized as London’s premier 
exhibition platform for new artists. We aim to offer solo 
profile exhibitions of varying scale to new artists during the 
vital first few years of their exhibition career. Operating 
between an artist’s graduation and their ascent to a stable 
exhibition schedule, SPACE’s support represents a vital 
component in London’s contemporary art ecology.
 In the last year SPACE presented several high profile 
exhibitions and archival retrospectives, as well as continuing 
to support emerging artists and offering UK institutional 
debuts. Presentations from Paul McCarthy, Dean Blunt,  
Max Brand, Lawrence Abu Hamdan, and group show 
D.R.E.S.S.I.N.G garnered widespread acclaim, whilst critical 
discourse flourished around Cherchez La Femme – a project 
centred on the re-discovery of pioneering 70s French 
feminist videos – and its satellite events at academic 
institutions, as well the much anticipated Schizo-Culture: 
Cracks In The Street and it’s associated talks and seminars.
 The Gallery has been described as 'one of the most 
innovative and boundary pushing nonprofits in the city’  
and ‘one of the most important art hubs in East London’, 
with proven track record in supporting artists at crucial 
junctures in their careers, highlighting important social  
and historical moment in critical theory, and engaging  
a dynamic peer group.

Exhibition detail, Schizo-Culture: Cracks In The Street, photo by Plastiques
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Learning and 
participation
Learning and participation’s mission  
is to get people over the studio threshold  
to experience the transformative effect  
of art in its place of production. We call this 
CLAS (Creative Learning in Artists’ Studios) 
and consider all our activities contribute  
to the achievement of this mission. 

 · Artists inspiring young people

 · Bringing artists and residents together

← Summer school project, photo: Marysa Dowling
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Artists inspiring young people

School's Not Quite Out For Summer  
Schools project by Damien Robinson with pupils transitioning from primary to secondary school

School’s (Not Quite) Out for Summer
SPACE worked in partnership with The Legacy List to devise 
and deliver a pilot Summer School programme that engages 
schools all round the Olympic site and focuses on transition 
from primary to secondary school to help develop new rela-
tionships and interaction before starting the new term.  
247 children took part in 1 or 2-day workshops at The White 
Building led by artists, presenting a diverse range of art 
practices and ways of seeing the world. The newly opened 
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park also offered a classroom on  
the White Building’s doorstep. 
 The artists developed a programme of workshops fed  
by their own practice and linked artists’ studios around the 
Olympic Park, based on the themes of transition and environ-
ment. Lead artists were Katriona Beales, Damien Robinson and 
Larry Achiampong.  
 Artists in SPACE’s nearby Britannia Works and Bridget Riley 
buildings hosted visits, talks and discovery sessions in their 
studios, providing a unique creative learning experience for 
children and teachers. The most enjoyable part was hearing 
and seeing an expression of joy or wonder at what went on, 
especially the ‘hands on’ stuff. 
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People Power #4 Raytracer and #5 Reveal 
Part of Bloomberg ON, People Power uses creativity  
to engage pupils with STEM (science, technology, engineering, 
maths) subjects. 
 Raytracer was an architectural installation that explores 
the relationship between graphical systems, light projection 
and physical structures. Artist Lawrence Lek and a group of 
Year 9 students from Bow School began by creating a series  
of three-dimensional drawings based on mathematical grid 
patterns. These experiments formed the basis for an indoor 
pavilion and light installation at The White Building, with  
the interactive drawings projected onto a three-dimensional 
lattice of recycled timber and rope.
 Reveal saw creative technology educators Codasign work 
with our art and technology school partners The Petchey 
Academy. The Year 9 Product Design Group and Design Club 
explored the creative potential of C++, Arduino Uno prototyping, 
circuit board design and thermochromic paints. They designed 
and constructed their own interactive poster that reacts when 
its bespoke 3D buttons are pressed and changes colour in 
response, working with CNC routing, vacuum forming, soldering 
and painting techniques. Commissioned by SPACE in partner-
ship with The Arts Catalyst. Reveal is part of the KiiCs project 
which is supported by the European Commission Seventh 
Framework programme.

Raytracer, Lawrence Lek with Year 9 students from Bow School, photo: Caroline Furneaux
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Bringing artists  
and residents together
The Creative Space is a programme set up by SPACE in one  
of our artist studios at Arlington, the homeless people’s 
hostel in Camden. It provides a dedicated studio space for 
the residents to use and offers a varied programme of 
creative workshops.
 Fiona Sant ran workshops with the residents under the 
title Build Your Own Universe, that encouraged participants 
to explore their own ideas and try out a variety of techniques 
using a rich range of materials. Model making, poetry, draw-
ing, clay, 3D design and making, painting, collage, photogra-
phy – all provided the means for individual self-expression.
 Kevin Griffiths ran film-making workshops with the 
residents. As a professional animator he teaches creative 
approaches that provide people with the skills to make short 
films. The participants made their own short films using stop 
frame animation. He is in residence at Arlington.
 Sophie Charalambous led a series of workshops,  
commissioned by The Mary Ward Centre in partnership  
with SPACE and The British Museum, making boats for  
the Viking exhibition at The British Museum. The residents 
attended the exhibition opening.
 Benjamin John Hall, an experimental, innovative, ideas 
based shoemaker/ designer/ engineer, worked with residents 
making shoes using their own ideas and designs.
 The Creative Space also held a public Summer Exhibition 
presenting work from the artists and residents along with 
Open Studio tours of Arlington.
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 What does The Creative Space mean to me?

 I’ll tell you what it means: without it, we’d all 
be completely lost. It gives us a reason to get up 
and out of our rooms, it’s something to focus on. 
Fiona (Sant – artist) understands us and sees 
our strengths and encourages us. While I’m here 
in the studio, I can’t take drugs, as Fiona knows 
when I’m high and won’t let me in the room.  
So I have to stay off drugs to come to art. 

Regular Creative Space participant

Benjamin John Hall shoe workshop at Arlington
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Artistic management and support 

Projects    

Administration and operation costs 

Governance   

Fundraising costs

Grants – core funding 

Grants – project specific funding

Rents receivable   

Donations   

Other income
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Finances and 
supporters
Income from studios represented 60% of SPACE's revenue, 
with occupancy in the studios continuing at over 97%.  
Grants represented 30% of income.
 In addition to grants received which were restricted  
to specific projects, Arts Council England has continued  
to recognise the work of SPACE through providing core 
funding of £226,055 towards studios and programmes. 
 The company generated a surplus on total funds of 
£693,757 in the year. The positive results for the year have 
allowed SPACE to build on its existing reserves and enable 
us to pursue the essential programme of maintenance and 
upgrades on our current portfolio and build a fund for future 
studio developments.

  

Income    2014  2013

Grants – core funding  £226,055 £230,855

Grants – project specific funding £928,013 £1,171,662

Rents receivable   £2,317,329 £2,279,974

Donations   £17,863  £151,600

Interest received   £3,764  £1,434

Other income   £389,058 £234,972

Total income   £3,882,082 £4,070,497

Expenditure   2014  2013

Artistic management and support £2,066,316 £2,032,195

Projects    £654,906 £415,034

Administration and operation costs £357,826 £344,452

Governance   £11,646  £12,577

Total charity expenditure  £3,090,694 £2,804,258

Fundraising costs   £97,631  £86,389

Total expenditure   £3,188,325 £2,890,647
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SPACE acknowledges the important support it receives from 
National Portfolio Organisation funding from Arts Council 
England, sponsorship from Bloomberg for The White Building 
and People Power, support from European Regional 
Development Fund for New Creative Markets and London 
Legacy Development Corporation for The White Building. 
Programmes are supported by a range of trusts, foundations, 
individual and corporate donors and partners.
 Our Patrons, Friends and Alumni scheme will support a 
Studio Bursary in 2015 for a graduate artist from Goldsmith’s 
University of London.

Thank you to all SPACE supporters:

Major supporters

Programme supporters

Arlington

Creativeworks London  

Creative Voucher Award

David Troostwyk Bursary / Matts Gallery

Goethe Institut

IASPIS

The Legacy List

The Valerie Beston Trust

Programme partners

Arlington

Autograph

Broadgate

CC Skills

CMS Cameron McKenna

Cockpit Arts

DACS

Eyebeam (New York)

Four Corners

Hackney Community College

The Legacy List

Photofusion

Rhizome (New York)

V&A
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Partners

Adidas

ASOS

BBC

Camden Council

Central St Martins

CRATE Brewery

ELBA (East London  Business Alliance)

Goldsmiths University of London

Greenwich Council

Hackney Council

Islington Council

London Fields Brewery

One Housing Group

Peabody

Royal College of Art

Shoreditch Trust

Somewhere To

Southwark Council

Tower Hamlets Council

University of The Arts London

University of Edinburgh

Westminster Council

WGSN

Patrons

Fredrik Carstens

Nick Farnhill

Karen Knorr 

Alan Leibowitz

Hugo Warner

Honorary patrons

Bridget Riley C.H, C.B.E.

Peter Sedgley

Corporate patrons

Stanton Williams Architects

Brac  Group

Special advisors

Karsten Schubert

Chris Wainwright

Trustees

Selina Mason, Chair 

Faisal Abdu'Allah, Trustee

Fredrik Carstens, Trustee 

David Cotterrell, Trustee

Caroline Douglas, Trustee

Lew Hodges, Treasurer

Dani Salvadori, Treasurer

Paul Williams, Trustee

Anna Harding, Chief Executive 

Property working group

Alan Leibowitz, Dorrington (Chair)

Rory Brooke, URS-Scott Wilson

Ashley Damiral, CMS Cameron McKenna

Claire Day, Ed Uweche, Iceni Projects

Tony Lodeiro, Dalton Warner Davis

Selina Mason

Miles Price, British Land

SPACE development advisors

Fredrik Carstens, Deutsche Bank (Chair)

Nick Farnhill

Karen Knorr

Jeremy Morton

Eva Woloshyn

White building project advisory board

Paul Brickell, (Chair)

Nicola Baboneau

Rachel Baker

Teresa Bianchi

Jack Brown

Sergio Dogliani

Veronica Frankland

Paddy Looney

Brendan Walker
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D.R.E.S.S.I.N.G. installation shot, photo: Plastiques

SPACE was founded in 1968 by artists in the belief that 
enjoyment of and access to arts and creative processes are 
intrinsic to the development of a healthy and dynamic culture.

The objects of the organisation are:

 · to foster, promote, advance, maintain and improve public 
education and to promote interest in and appreciation  
of all forms of art 

 · to aid, assist and educate necessitous artists 

 · to promote and improve art and the production of objects  
of artistic merit.

By providing affordable studio space to nearly 700 artists  
in London we support artists throughout their careers.  
This is complemented by an arts and education programme 
of exhibitions, media arts, neighbourhood based learning 
and participation projects and training for both young people 
and professional artists.

These activities support the growth of individuals, encourage 
ownership of creativity and nurture a creative society.

129 — 131 Mare Street  
London E8 3RH
020 8525 4330

spacestudios.org.uk
mail@spacestudios.org.uk

@spacestudios

Art Services Grants Ltd / Reg Charity #26702∂ 
Registered in England and Wales #∂∂57240
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